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Kursbeschreibung:

For over 20 years, the IBM International Technical Support Organization (ITSO) has delivered one-day technical update seminars for IT professionals. Our latest series, the annual "ITSO System z Worldwide Workshop Tour", addresses how to design and exploit the hardware and software infrastructure required to effectively run current System z solutions. These new ITSO technical workshops are developed and taught by the same IBM experts that bring you IBM Redbooks publications. Attendees can expect the same excellent quality found in IBM Redbooks. Like IBM Redbooks, these workshops contain the most up-to-date technical content based on the latest software and hardware releases, information based on best practices in the industry, and relevant and focused topics. Students will learn from experienced instructors—all seminars are taught by IBM ITSO experts from around the world.

Zielgruppe:

These workshops are designed for all IT professionals, including technical project managers, architects, systems programmers, systems designers and application developers who need to understand how to design and exploit the hardware and software infrastructure required to effectively run modern System zTM solutions. All workshops are open to Customers, Business Partners, Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) and IBMers. These workshops are especially recommended if you plan to use the latest levels of technology that is available or recently announced.

Kursziele:

- This workshop will provide a clear understanding of the zEnterprise Unified Resource Manager (zManager). Students will experience all that is needed to provision, operate, and manage the zEnterprise System. This 1-day technical seminar provides information about the virtualization and management capabilities of the zEnterprise System in an ensemble. In this session students will learn how virtualization technology works in conjunction with the zManager.

Voraussetzungen:

This workshop is related to the IBM zEnterprise System Hardware Update.

Schulungsinhalt:

- Please understand, that the following description of topics is preliminary and subject to change. Because these workshops will contain the most up-to-date technical content based on the latest IBM software and hardware releases.
- zEnterprise System virtualization concepts: Hypervisors, z/VM, PowerVM, OS agents, Virtual networking, Virtual storage.
- Unified Resource Manager capabilities: Operational control functions, Hypervisor management, Virtual server management, Virtualization management (network and storage), Performance management, Energy management.
- Inter-connectivity in an ensemble: Networking, Fibre Channel.
- A walk-thru - provisioning and managing a workload.
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